Recently, a number of efforts are underway to investigate inter-vehicle communications (IVC). In this paper, we have studied the instantaneous information 
road network through information exchange between vehicles traveling in opposite directions. Jin and Recker [7] developed an analytical model of the probability that a message can travel beyond a point in a traffic stream on a link.
The empirical observations show that in real traffic, there exist complex traffic phenomena such as synchronized flow, stop-and-go waves etc. As noted in [7] , traffic patterns have significant influences on the distribution of the locations of equipped vehicles and therefore on the performance of IVC. However, in the previous studies, the information propagation behaviors were only studied for very simple scenarios of uniform or piecewisely uniform traffic streams, but not identified for stop-and-go waves or synchronized flow.
In this paper, the problem is investigated using a cellular automaton (CA) traffic flow model. Recently, modeling road traffic behavior using CA has become a well-established method to model, analyze, understand, and even forecast the behavior of real road traffic, because the automata's evolution rules are simple, straightforward to understand, computationally efficient and sufficient to emulate much of the behavior of observed traffic flow [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . We study the dependence of Multi-hop Communication Distance (MhCD), i.e., the distance a piece of information propagates, on the transmission range R and the penetration rate of equipped vehicles μ in free flow, synchronized flow and in stop-and-go waves. As in [7] , we assume that (i) the transmission range R is constant for each hop; (ii) the traffic stream is static, as compared to the information propagation (i.e., instantaneous information propagation behaviors).
In the next Section, the CA model used in this paper is introduced. It is shown that free flow, synchronized flow and stop-and-go waves can be induced by speed limit bottleneck (of different limit speed v lim ). In Section 3, the instantaneous information propagation behaviors for various traffic patterns are investigated. The conclusions are given in Section 4.
Cellular automaton simulation

A CA Model
In this Section, the CA model used for simulation is introduced. In the CA models, the roads are classified into cells, a cell is either occupied by a vehicle or empty. The vehicles move with velocity 0, 1, 2, ..., v max , where v max is an integer representing the maximum velocity of the vehicles.
• Braking rule:
• Randomization and braking:
• Car motion:
Here 
Here δt =1, δv =1, t c =7, t c1 =30 and v c =18 are parameters.
Simulation Set-up
In the simulations, the open boundary conditions are used. In one time step, when the update of the cars on the road is completed, we check the position (the first cell) of the last car and that of the leading car on the road, which are denoted as x last and x lead , respectively. If x last >v max , a car with velocity v max is injected with probability α at the cell min(x last -v max , v max ). Near the exit of the road, the leading car is removed if x lead >L (L denotes the position of the right most cell on road) and the following car becomes the new leading car and it moves without any hindrance. The length of the test single-lane road is L=30000 cells. Initially there is no car on the road. From t=0 on, the cars drive into the road with probability α. We assume there is a speed limit region from x=24900 to x=25000 cells, in which the maximum velocity of vehicles is v lim .
In the simulations, the parameter values are v max =20 (corresponding to 108 km/h),
, gap safety =7. Each cell corresponds to 1.5 m and a vehicle has a length of five cells. One time step corresponds to 1 s.
Three Phases of Traffic Flow
Recently, based on his empirical observations, Kerner developed a three phase traffic theory [13] . In the theory, traffic can be either free or congested, and congested flow is further classified into synchronized flow and jams. While the jams are characterized by constant mean velocity of the downstream jam front, the downstream front of synchronized flow is often fixed at a bottleneck. Moreover, the onset of congestion is usually associated with a phase transition from free flow to synchronized flow and jams can merge spontaneously in synchronized flow.
In Fig.1 , we show typical free flow, synchronized flow, and stop-and-go waves induced by the speed limit bottleneck of different v lim . In all three figures, we have a free flow region downstream to the bottleneck. In Figure 1a , since the capacity of the speed limit region is higher than the demand level at the entrance, free flow with density and speed at 15.5 vehicles/km and 107 km/h respectively is maintained upstream to the bottleneck. In Figure 1b , the capacity of the speed limit region is lower than the demand level at the entrance; as a result, the congestion, i.e., synchronized flow with density and speed at 33.9 vehicles/km and 50 km/h respectively, appears. When v lim is very small, the stop-and-go waves occur ( Figure   1c ). But note that, near the speed limit region, synchronized flow exists. In the nextsection, we investigate the instantaneous information propagation behaviors in the three different kinds of traffic situations, respectively.
Instantaneous information propagation behaviors
Free Flow
Firstly, we investigate instantaneous information propagation behaviors in free flow shown in (Figure 1a) . We focus on the Multi-hop Communication Distance (MhCD), i.e., the distance a piece of information propagates, of the first equipped vehicles upstream of the speed limit region. Here we only consider information propagation in the opposite direction of traffic flow. Figure 2 shows the probability distribution of MhCD at various distances in the free flow for different market penetration rate. The probability distribution is obtained from 150000 samples and each data point on the Figure 3 shows the probability distribution of MhCD in the free flow where the transmission range R is larger (R=200 cells). One can see that for μ=0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, the exponential distribution of MhCD exists as in Figure 2 . However, when μ=0.8 and 1, the information could propagate to the entrance of the road section, i.e., the maximum MhCD is larger than the length of the study area. Therefore, the peak of the distribution curve at MhCD≈25000 means the probability that the information could propagate to the entrance of the road section. Figure 4 shows the distribution of MhCD in the free flow where the transmission range R=400. One can see that when μ=0.8 and 1, the distribution of MhCD is nearly uniform for MhCD<MhCD m ≈24500. Note that the uniform distribution of MhCD means the success rate of information propagation is linearly decreasing with the information propagation distance. With the increase of μ, the appearance probability of MhCD smaller than MhCD m decreases. Figure 5 shows the distribution of MhCD in the free flow in a larger system where L=60000. The speed limit region is from x=54900 to x=55000. Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 4 , one can see that the distributions are the same for MhCD<MhCD c as shown by the dashed line. Based on this, we argue that in an infinite system, the distribution of MhCD is either exponential or uniform (for not so large R and/or μ).
When R and/or μ are large enough, the uniform probability becomes zero and the information can propagate to infinity.
Synchronized Flow
We investigate the instantaneous information propagation behaviors in synchronized flow (Figure 1b) . Figure 6 shows the distribution of MhCD in the synchronized flow.
One can see that similar to that in free flow, the distribution of MhCD is exponential when penetration rate μ is not so large (Figure 6a ). For very large μ, the distribution becomes uniform (Figure 6b ). With the increase of R, the transition from exponential distribution to uniform distribution occurs at a smaller penetration rate μ.
In Figure 7 , we compare the average MhCD and the variance of MhCD in free flow and in synchronized flow. One can see that both are larger in synchronized flow. This is because the density is larger in synchronized flow. Therefore, the average distance between two consecutive vehicles is smaller, which is better for the information to propagate.
Stop-and-Go Waves
Finally we investigate the instantaneous information propagation behaviors in stop-and-go waves (Figure 1c) . Figure 8 shows the distribution of MhCD in the stop-and-go waves. When the transmission range R and the penetration rate μ are small, the information cannot propagate far. Since near the speed limit region, the synchronized flow exists, the distribution of MhCD is exponential (μ=0.2 and 0.3, Figure 8a ). When μ increases, the information can propagate into the stop-and-go region. As a result, the distribution of MhCD is not exponential (μ=0.4, Figure 8a ): a peak begins to appear (μ=0.6, Figure 8 ). If μ continues increasing, the distribution expands and the peak decreases and shifts right. When μ=1, the information could propagate to the entrance of the road section, accordingly another peak of the distribution curve appears at MhCD≈25000. Figure 9 shows the distribution of MhCD in the stop-and-go waves where the transmission range R is larger. Similar results are obtained. Based on this, we argue that in an infinite system, the distribution of MhCD is with a single peak when R and/or μ are large.
Conclusion
IVC is widely regarded as a promising concept for the transmission of traffic-related information. In contrast to classical communication channels, which operate with a centralized broadcast concept via radio or mobile-phone services, IVC is designed as a local service without central station and without the need for additional infrastructure. Apart from the drivers appreciating reliable and up-to-date traffic information, the whole traffic system may benefit from IVC as well.
This paper focuses on how far information can be expected to propagate in a traffic system under different traffic conditions. To this end, a CA model which can describe free flow, synchronized flow and stop-and-go waves is used.
Our simulations show that different behaviors appear in stop-and-go waves from that in free flow and synchronized flow. In free flow and synchronized flow, the distribution of MhCD is exponential when the transmission range R and penetration rate μ are small. However, with the increase of R and/or μ, the slope of the distribution (absolute value) decreases. When R and/or μ are large enough, the distribution becomes uniform. The uniform probability decreases with the further increase of R and/or μ. μ.
In our future work, the investigation will be extended to bi-directional traffic and to network (which is a dynamically changing ad hoc network). We will consider that the network dynamics strongly influences message propagation, which is done by the movement of nodes (vehicles) and by hops between nearby nodes. 
